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ABSTRACT

Posterior sampling allows exploitation of prior knowledge on the environment’s
transition dynamics to improve the sample efficiency of reinforcement learning.
The prior is typically specified as a class of parametric distributions, the design of
which can be cumbersome in practice, often resulting in the choice of uninforma-
tive priors. In this work, we propose a novel posterior sampling approach in which
the prior is given as a (partial) causal graph over the environment’s variables. The
latter is often more natural to design, such as listing known causal dependencies
between biometric features in a medical treatment study. Specifically, we propose
a hierarchical Bayesian procedure, called C-PSRL, simultaneously learning the
full causal graph at the higher level and the parameters of the resulting factored
dynamics at the lower level. We provide an analysis of the Bayesian regret of C-
PSRL that explicitly connects the regret rate with the degree of prior knowledge.
Our numerical evaluation conducted in illustrative domains confirms that C-PSRL
strongly improves the efficiency of posterior sampling with an uninformative prior
while performing close to posterior sampling with the full causal graph.

1 INTRODUCTION

Posterior sampling (Thompson, 1933), a.k.a. Thompson sampling, is a powerful alternative to clas-
sic optimistic methods for Reinforcement Learning (RL, Sutton & Barto, 2018) as it guarantees
outstanding sample efficiency (Osband et al., 2013) through an explicit model of the epistemic un-
certainty that allows exploiting prior knowledge over the environment’s dynamics. Specifically, Pos-
terior Sampling for Reinforcement Learning (PSRL, Strens, 2000; Osband et al., 2013) implements
a Bayesian procedure in which, at every episode k, (1) a model of the environment’s dynamics is
sampled from a parametric prior distribution Pk, (2) an optimal policy πk is computed (e.g., through
value iteration (Bellman, 1957)) according to the sampled model, (3) a posterior update is performed
on the prior parameters to incorporate in Pk+1 the evidence collected by running πk in the true en-
vironment. Under the assumption that the true environment’s dynamics are sampled with positive
probability from the prior P0, the latter procedure is provably efficient as it showcases a Bayesian
regret that scales with O(

√
K) being K the total number of episodes (Osband & Van Roy, 2017).

Although posterior sampling has been also praised for its empirical prowess (Chapelle & Li, 2011),
specifying the prior through a class of parametric distributions, a crucial requirement of PSRL, can
be cumbersome in practice. Let us take a Dynamic Treatment Regime (DTR, Murphy, 2003) as an
illustrative application. Here, we aim to overcome a patient’s disease by choosing, at each stage, a
treatment based on the patient’s evolving conditions and previously administered treatments. The
goal is to identify the best treatment for the specific patient quickly. Medicine provides plenty of
prior knowledge to help solve the DTR problem. However, it is not easy to translate this knowledge
into a parametric prior distribution that is general enough to include the model of any patient while
being sufficiently narrow to foster efficiency. Instead, it is remarkably easy to list some known causal
relationships between patient’s state variables, such as heart rate and blood pressure, or diabetes and
glucose level. Those causal edges might come from experts’ knowledge (e.g., physicians) or previ-
ous clinical studies. A prior in the form of a causal graph is more natural to specify for practitioners,
∗Work done while the author was at Politecnico di Milano. †Joint senior-authorship.
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who might be unaware of the intricacies of Bayesian statistics. Posterior sampling does not currently
support the specification of the prior through a causal graph, which limits its applicability.

This paper proposes a novel posterior sampling methodology that can exploit a prior specified
through a partial causal graph over the environment’s variables. Notably, a complete causal graph
allows for a factorization of the environment’s dynamics, which can be then expressed as a Fac-
tored Markov Decision Process (FMDP, Boutilier et al., 2000). PSRL can be applied to FMDPs, as
demonstrated by previous work (Osband & Van Roy, 2014), where the authors assume to know the
complete causal graph. However, this assumption is often unreasonable in practical applications.1

Instead, we assume to have partial knowledge of the causal graph, which leads to considering a set
of plausible FMDPs. Taking inspiration from (Hong et al., 2020; 2022b;a; Kveton et al., 2021), we
design a hierarchical Bayesian procedure, called Causal PSRL (C-PSRL), extending PSRL to the
setting where the true model lies within a set of FMDPs (induced by the causal graph prior). At
each episode, C-PSRL first samples a factorization consistent with the causal graph prior. Then,
it samples the model of the FMDP from a lower-level prior that is conditioned on the sampled
factorization. After that, the algorithm proceeds similarly to PSRL on the sampled FMDP.

Having introduced C-PSRL, we study the Bayesian regret it induces on the footsteps of previous
analyses for PSRL in FMDPs (Osband & Van Roy, 2014) and hierarchical posterior sampling (Hong
et al., 2022b). Our analysis shows that C-PSRL takes the best of both worlds by avoiding a direct
dependence on the number of states in the regret (as in FMDPs) and without requiring a full causal
graph prior (as in hierarchical posterior sampling). Moreover, we can analytically capture the de-
pendency of the Bayesian regret on the number of causal edges known a priori and encoded in the
(partial) causal graph prior. Finally, we empirically validate C-PSRL against two relevant baselines:
PSRL with an uninformative prior, i.e., that does not model potential factorizations in the dynamics,
and PSRL equipped with the full knowledge of the causal graph (an oracle prior). We carry out
the comparison in simple yet illustrative domains, which show that exploiting a causal graph prior
improves efficiency over uninformative priors while being only slightly inferior to the oracle prior.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper include the following:
• A novel problem formulation that links PSRL with a prior expressed as a partial causal graph to

the problem of learning an FMDP with unknown factorization (Section 2);
• A methodology (C-PSRL) that extends PSRL to exploit a partial causal graph prior (Section 3);
• The analysis of the Bayesian regret of C-PSRL, which is Õ(

√
K/2η)2 whereK is the total number

of episodes and η is the degree of prior knowledge (Section 4);
• An ancillary result on causal discovery that shows how a (sparse) super-graph of the true causal

graph can be extracted from a run of C-PSRL as a byproduct (Section 5);
• An experimental evaluation of the performance of C-PSRL against PSRL with uninformative or

oracle priors in illustrative domains (Section 6).

Finally, the aim of this work is to enable the use of posterior sampling for RL in relevant applications
through a causal perspective on prior specification. We believe this contribution can help to close
the gap between PSRL research and actual adoption of PSRL methods in real-world problems.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first provide preliminary background on graphical causal models (Section 2.1)
and Markov decision processes (Section 2.2). Then, we explain how a causal graph on the variables
of a Markov decision process induces a factorization of its dynamics (Section 2.3). Finally, we
formalize the reinforcement learning problem in the presence of a causal graph prior (Section 2.4).

Notation. With few exceptions, we will denote a set or space as A, their elements as a ∈ A,
constants or random variables with A, and functions as f . We denote ∆(A) the probability simplex
over A, and [A] the set of integers {1, . . . , A}. For a d-dimensional vector x, we define the scope
operator x[I] :=

⊗
i∈I xi for any set I ⊆ [d]. When I = {i} is a singleton, we use x[i] as a shortcut

for x[{i}]. A recap of the notation, which is admittedly involved, can be found in Appendix A.

1DTR is an example, where several causal relations affecting patient’s conditions remain a mystery.
2We report regret rates with the common “Big-O” notation, in which Õ hides logarithmic factors. Note that

the rate here is simplified to highlight the most relevant factors. A complete rate can be found in Theorem 4.1.
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2.1 CAUSAL GRAPHS

Let X = {Xj}dXj=1 and Y = {Yj}dYj=1 be sets of random variables taking values xj , yj ∈ [N ]

respectively, and let p : X → ∆(Y) a strictly positive probability density. Further, let G = (X ,Y, z)
be a bipartite Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), or bigraph, having left variables X , right variables
Y , and a set of edges z ⊆ X × Y . We denote as zj the parents of the variable Yj ∈ Y , such as
zj = {i ∈ [dX ] | (Xi, Yj) ∈ z} and z =

⋃
j∈[dY ]

⋃
i∈zj{(Xi, Yj)}. We say that G is Z-sparse if

maxj∈[dY ] |zj | ≤ Z ≤ dX , and we call Z the degree of sparseness of G.

The tuple (p,G) is called a graphical causal model (Pearl, 2009) if p fulfills the Markov factorization
property with respect to G, that is p(X ,Y) = p(X )p(Y|X ) = p(X )

∏
j∈[dY ] pj(y[j]|x[zj ]) and all

interventional distributions are well defined.3 Note that the causal model that we consider in this
paper does not admit confounding. Further, we can exclude “vertical” edges in Y × Y and directed
edges Y × X . Finally, we call causal graph the component G of a graphical causal model.

2.2 MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES

A finite episodic Markov Decision Process (MDP, Puterman, 2014) is defined throug the tupleM :=
(S,A, p, r, µ,H), where S is a state space of size S, A is an action space of size A, p : S × A →
∆(S) is a Markovian transition model such that p(s′|s, a) denotes the conditional probability of the
next state s′ given the state s and action a, r : S × A → ∆([0, 1]) is a reward function such that
the reward collected performing action a in state s is distributed as r(s, a) with mean R(s, a) =
E[r(s, a)], µ ∈ ∆(S) is the initial state distribution, H <∞ is the episode horizon.

An agent interacts with the MDP as follows. First, the initial state is drawn s1 ∼ µ. For each step
h < H , the agent selects an action ah ∈ A. Then, they collect a reward rh ∼ r(sh, ah) while the
state transitions to sh+1 ∼ p(·|sh, ah). The episode ends when sH is reached.

The strategy from which the agent selects an action at each step is defined through a non-stationary,
stochastic policy π = {πh}h∈[H] ∈ Π, where each πh : S → ∆(A) is a function such that πh(a|s)
denotes the conditional probability of selecting action a in state s at step h, and Π is the policy
space. A policy π ∈ Π can be evaluated through its value function V πh : S → [0, H], which is the
expected sum of rewards collected under π starting from state s at step h, i.e.,

V πh (s) := E
π

[
H∑

h′=h

R(sh′ , ah′)
∣∣∣sh = s

]
, ∀s ∈ S, h ∈ [H].

We further define the value function of π in the MDPM under µ as VM(π) := Es∼µ[V π1 (s)].

2.3 CAUSAL STRUCTURE INDUCES FACTORIZATION

In the previous section, we formulated the MDP in a tabular representation, where each state (action)
is identified by a unique symbol s ∈ S (a ∈ A). However, in relevant real-world applications, the
states and actions may be represented through a finite number of features, say dS and dA features
respectively. The DTR problem is an example, where state features can be, e.g., blood pressure and
glucose level, action features can be indicators on whether a particular medication is administered.

Let those state and action features be modeled by random variables in the interaction between an
agent and the MDP, we can consider additional structure in the process by considering the causal
graph of its variables, such that the value of a variable only depends on the values of its causal
parents. Looking back to DTR, we might know that the value of the blood pressure at step h + 1
only depends on its value at step h and whether a particular medication has been administered.

Formally, we can show that combining an MDPM = (S,A, p, r, µ,H) with a causal graph over its
variables, which we denote as GM = (X ,Y, z), gives a factored MDP (Boutilier et al., 2000)

F = ({Xj}dXj=1, {Yj , zj , pj , rj}dYj=1, µ,H,Z,N),

3Both assumptions come naturally with factored MDPs (see Section 2.3). Informally, an intervention on a
node Yj ∈ Y (or in X ) assigns y[j] to a constant c, i.e., pj(y[j] = c) = 1. All mechanisms pi, where i is not
intervened on, remain invariant. For more details on the causal notation we refer to (Pearl, 2009, Chapter 1).
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<latexit sha1_base64="WJzs691+me/rJIjcIXRrLyAN1e4=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="7TJP1zbF0L9oVskQAZoR7kN3FpY=">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</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="oJmSMFiYy7AgOWrBcNeAV35az5s=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="On2Vsl1xI0Zjgm/HtQPgxaodz0I=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="ExWafllWZpsXiDgm76fl8Kz5Fdk=">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</latexit>

z˚
<latexit sha1_base64="8vD3p2QDOmLIS49rXw/s6LniCbo=">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</latexit>

dX
<latexit sha1_base64="1AoOmtMIeO24br9S5LKV3Lxgi8g=">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</latexit>

dY
<latexit sha1_base64="ldlBQu6Sgbj7yPM8Cu5FGk4Dsuc=">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</latexit>

causal graph prior G0
<latexit sha1_base64="j+s1wEKC71qDK6TuzbfxFtR6Veg=">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</latexit>

z01 “ t1, 2u
<latexit sha1_base64="iN3WlQvRpexThXdH9uvlNd3n9xI=">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</latexit>

z00 “ t0, 2u
<latexit sha1_base64="Kpsh4oWq0UhmC5MQrqgKuGhdVfw=">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</latexit>

set of consistent
<latexit sha1_base64="ZeZM1S2K+vU+8GBXfSyYJA+OTyk=">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</latexit>

factorizations Z
<latexit sha1_base64="pmKFkePd4hCvt21OKNOZaI8A91Q=">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</latexit>

set of consistent
<latexit sha1_base64="ZeZM1S2K+vU+8GBXfSyYJA+OTyk=">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</latexit>factorizations Z

<latexit sha1_base64="pmKFkePd4hCvt21OKNOZaI8A91Q=">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</latexit>

Z “ 3
<latexit sha1_base64="eTa7UgPmBypSYsGWSAt0saoQKSE=">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</latexit>

true graph GF*<latexit sha1_base64="hAq8PWguUMB/cuBifNLzq0/LmKI=">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</latexit>

Figure 1: (Left) Illustrative causal graph prior G0 with dX = 4, dY = 2 features, degree of sparse-
ness Z = 3. The hidden true graph GF∗ includes all the edges in G0 plus the red-dashed edge (3, 1).
(Right) Visualization of Z , the set of factorizations consistent with G0, which is the support of the
hyper-prior P0. The factorization z∗ of the true FMDP F∗ is highlighted in red.

where X = S ×A = X1 × . . .×XdX is a factored state-action space with dX = dS + dA discrete
variables, Y = S = Y1 × . . . × YdY is a factored state space with dY = dS variables, and zj are
the causal parents of each state variable, which are obtained from the edges z of GM. Then, p is
a factored transition model specified as p(y|x) =

∏dY
j=1 pj(y[j] | x[zj ]),∀y ∈ Y, x ∈ X , and r is

a factored reward function r(x) =
∑dY
j=1 r(x[zj ]), with mean R(x) =

∑dY
j=1R(x[zj ]),∀x ∈ X .

Finally, µ ∈ ∆(Y) and H are the initial state distribution and episode horizon as specified inM, Z
is the degree of sparseness of GM, N is a constant such that all the variables are supported in [N ].

The interaction between an agent and the FMDP can be described exactly as we did in Section 2.2
for a tabular MDP, and the policies with their corresponding value functions are analogously de-
fined. With the latter formalization of the FMDP induced by a causal graph, we now have all the
components to introduce our learning problem in the next section.

2.4 REINFORCEMENT LEARNING WITH PARTIAL CAUSAL GRAPH PRIORS

In the previous section, we show how the prior knowledge of a causal graph over the MDP variables
can be exploited to obtain an FMDP representation of the problem, which is well-known to allow for
more efficient reinforcement learning thanks to the factorization of the transition model and reward
function (Osband & Van Roy, 2014; Xu & Tewari, 2020; Tian et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020; Talebi
et al., 2021; Rosenberg & Mansour, 2021). However, in several applications is unreasonable to as-
sume prior knowledge of the full causal graph, and causal identification is costly in general (Gillispie
& Perlman, 2001; Shah & Peters, 2020). Nonetheless, some prior knowledge of the causal graph,
i.e., a portion of the edges, may be easily available. For instance, in a DTR problem some edges of
the causal graph on patient’s variables are commonly known, whereas several others are elusive.

In this paper, we study the reinforcement learning problem when a partial causal graph prior G0 ⊆
GM on the MDPM is available.4 We formulate the learning problem in a Bayesian sense, in which
the instance F∗ is sampled from a prior distribution PG0 consistent with the causal graph prior G0.5
In Figure 1 (left), we illustrate both the causal graph prior G0 and the (hidden) true graph GF∗ of the
true instance F∗. Analogously to previous works on Bayesian RL formulations, e.g., (Osband et al.,
2013), we evaluate the performance of a learning algorithm in terms of its induced Bayesian regret.
Definition 1 (Bayesian Regret). Let A a learning algorithm and let PG0 a prior distribution on
FMDPs consistent with the partial causal graph prior G0. The K-episodes Bayesian regret of A is

BR(K) := E
F∗∼PG0

[
K∑
k=1

V∗(π∗)− V∗(πk)

]
,

where V∗(π) = VF∗(π) is the value of the policy π in F∗ under µ, π∗ ∈ arg maxπ∈Π V∗(π) is the
optimal policy in F∗, and πk is the policy played by algorithm A at step k ∈ [K].

The Bayesian regret allows to evaluate a learning algorithm on average over multiple instances.
This is particularly suitable in some domains, such as DTR, in which it is crucial to achieve a good
performance of the treatment policy on different patients. In the next section, we introduce an
algorithm that achieves a Bayesian regret rate that is sublinear in the number of episodes K.

4For two bigraphs G? = (X ,Y, z?) and G• = (X ,Y, z•), we let G? ⊆ G• if z? ⊆ z•.
5We will specify in the next Section 3 how the prior PG0 can be constructed.
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3 CAUSAL PSRL

To face the learning problem described in the previous section, we cannot naïvely apply the PSRL
algorithm for FMDPs (Osband & Van Roy, 2014), since we cannot access the factorization z∗ of the
true instance F∗, but only a causal graph prior G0 = (X ,Y, z0) such that z0 ⊆ z∗. Moreover, z∗ is
always latent in the interaction process, in which we can only observe state-action-reward realiza-
tions from F∗. The latter can be consistent with several factorizations of the transition dynamics of
F∗, which means we can neither extract z∗ directly from data. This is the common setting of hier-
archical Bayesian methods (Hong et al., 2020; 2022a;b; Kveton et al., 2021), where a latent state is
sampled from a latent hypothesis space on top of the hierarchy, which then conditions the sampling
of the observed state down the hierarchy. In our setting, we can see the latent hypothesis space as
the space of all the possible factorizations that are consistent with G0, whereas the observed states
are the model parameters of the FMDP, from which we observe realizations. The algorithm that we
propose, Causal PSRL (C-PSRL), builds on this intuition to implement a principled hierarchical
posterior sampling procedure to minimize the Bayesian regret exploiting the causal graph prior.

Algorithm 1 Causal PSRL (C-PSRL)

1: input: causal graph prior G0 ⊆ GF∗ , degree of sparseness Z
2: Compute the set of consistent factorizations

Z = Z1 × . . .×ZdY =
{
z = {zj}j∈[dY ]

∣∣∣ |zj | < Z and z0,j ⊆ zj ∀j ∈ [dY ]
}

3: Build the hyper-prior P0 and the prior P0(·|z) for each z ∈ Z
4: for episode k = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1 do
5: Sample z ∼ Pk and p ∼ Pk(·|z) to build the FMDP Fk
6: Compute the policy πk ← arg maxπ∈Π VFk(π) collect an episode with πk in F∗
7: Compute the posteriors Pk+1 and Pk+1(·|z) with the collected data
8: end for

First, C-PSRL computes the set Z , illustrated in Figure 1 (right), of the factorizations consistent
with G0, i.e., which are both Z-sparse and include all of the edges in z0 (line 2). Then, it specifies
a parametric distribution P0, called hyper-prior, over the latent hypothesis space Z , and, for each
z ∈ Z , a further parametric distribution P0(·|z), which is a prior on the model parameters, i.e.,
transition probabilities, conditioned on the latent state z (line 3). The former represents the agent’s
belief over the factorization of the true instance F∗, the latter on the factored transition model p∗.6

Having translated the causal graph prior G0 into proper parametric prior distributions, C-PSRL ex-
ecutes a hierarchical posterior sampling procedure (lines 4-8). For each episode k, the algorithm
sample a factorization z from the current hyper-prior Pk, and a transition model p from the prior
Pk(·|z), such that p is factored according to z (line 5). With these two, it builds the FMDP Fk (line
5), for which it computes the optimal policy πk solving the corresponding planning problem, which
is deployed on the true instance F∗ for one episode (line 6). Finally, the evidence collected in F∗
serves to compute the closed-form posterior updates of the prior and hyper-prior (line 7).

As we shall see, Algorithm 1 has compelling statistical properties, a regret sublinear inK (Section 4)
with a notion of causal discovery (Section 5), and promising empirical performance (Section 6).

Recipe. Three key ingredients concur to make the algorithm successful. First, C-PSRL links
RL of an FMDP F∗ with unknown factorization to a hierarchical Bayesian learning, in which the
factorization acts as a latent state on top of the hierarchy, and the transition probabilities are the
observed state down the hierarchy. Secondly, C-PSRL exploits the causal graph prior G0 to reduce
the size of the latent hypothesis spaceZ , which is super-exponential in dX , dY in general (Robinson,
1973). Finally, C-PSRL harnesses the specific causal structure of the problem to get a factorization
z (line 5) through independent sampling of the parents zj ∈ Zj for each Yj , which significantly
reduces the number of hyper-prior parameters. Crucially, this can be done as we do not admit
“vertical” edges in Y and edges from Y to X , such that parents’ assignment cannot lead to a cycle.

Degree of sparseness. C-PSRL takes as input (line 1) the degree of sparseness Z of the true FMDP
F∗, which might be unknown in practice. In that case, Z can be seen as an hyper-parameter of the
algorithm, which can be either implied through domain expertise or tuned independently.

6A description of parametric distributions P0 and P0(·|z) and their posterior updates is in Appendix B.
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Planning in FMDPs. C-PSRL requires exact planning in a FMDP (line 6), which is intractable in
general (Mundhenk et al., 2000; Lusena et al., 2001). While we do not address computational issues
in this paper, we note that efficient approximation schemes have been developed (Guestrin et al.,
2003). Moreover, under linear realizability assumptions for the transition model or value functions,
exact planning methods exist (Yang & Wang, 2019; Jin et al., 2020b; Deng et al., 2022).

4 REGRET ANALYSIS OF C-PSRL

In this section, we study the Bayesian regret induced by C-PSRL with a Z-sparse causal graph prior
G0 = (X ,Y, z0). First, we define the degree of prior knowledge η ≤ minj∈[dY ] |z0,j |, which is a
lower bound on the number of causal parents revealed by the prior G0 for each state variable Yj . We
then provide an upper bound on the Bayesian regret of C-PSRL, which we discuss in Section 4.1.
Theorem 4.1. Let G0 be a causal graph prior with degree of sparseness Z and degree of prior
knowledge η. The K-episodes Bayesian regret incurred by C-PSRL is

BR(K) = Õ
((
H5/2N1+Z/2dY +

√
H2dX−η

)√
K
)
.

While we defer the proof of the result to Appendix E, we report a sketch of its main steps below.

Step 1. The first step of our proof bridges the previous analyses of a hierarchical version of PSRL,
which is reported in (Hong et al., 2022b), with the one of PSRL for factored MDPs (Osband &
Van Roy, 2014). In short, we can decompose the Bayesian regret (see Definition 1) as

BR(K) = E

[
K∑
k=1

E
k

[
V∗(π∗)− V k(π∗, Z∗)

]]
+ E

[
K∑
k=1

E
k

[
V k(πk, Zk)− V∗(πk)

]]
where Ek[·] is the conditional expectation given the evidence collected until episode k, and
V k(π, z) = EF∼Pk(·|z) [VF (π)] is the value function of π on average over the posterior Pk(·|z). In-
formally, the first term captures the regret due to the concentration of the posterior Pk(·|z∗) around
the true transition model p∗ having fixed the true factorization z∗. Instead, the second term cap-
tures the regret due to the concentration of the hyper-posterior Pk around the true factorization z∗.
Through a non-trivial adaptation of the analysis in (Hong et al., 2022b) to the FMDP setting, we can
bound each term separately to obtain Õ((H5/2N1+Z/2dY +

√
H|Z|)

√
K).

Step 2. The upper bound of the previous step is close to the final result up to a factor
√
|Z| related

the size of the latent hypothesis space. Since C-PSRL performs local sampling from the product
space Z = Z1 × . . .×ZdY , by combining independent samples zj ∈ Zj for each variable Yj as we
briefly explained in Section 3, we can refine the dependence in |Z| to maxj∈[dY ] |Zj | ≤ |Z|.
Step 3. Finally, to obtain the final rate reported in Theorem 4.1, we have to capture the dependency
in the degree of prior knowledge η in the Bayesian regret by upper bounding maxj∈[dY ] |Zj | as

max
j∈[dY ]

|Zj | =
∑Z−η

i=0

(
dX − η

i

)
≤ 2dX−η.

4.1 DISCUSSION OF THE BAYESIAN REGRET

The regret bound in Theorem 4.1 contains two terms, which informally capture the regret to learn
the transition model having the true factorization (left), and to learn the true factorization (right).

The first term is typical in previous analyses of vanilla posterior sampling. Especially, the best
known rate for the MDP setting is Õ(H

√
SAK) (Osband & Van Roy, 2017). In a FMDP setting with

known factorization, the direct dependencies with the size S,A of the state and action spaces can
be refined to obtain Õ(Hd

3/2
Y NZ/2

√
K) (Osband & Van Roy, 2014). Our rate includes additional

factors of H and N , but a better dependency on the number of state features dY .

The second term of the regret rate is instead unique to hierarchical Bayesian settings, which include
an additional source of randomization in the sampling of the latent state from the hyper-prior. In
Theorem 4.1, we are able to express this term in the degree of prior knowledge η, resulting in a rate
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Õ(
√
K/2η). The latter naturally demonstrates that a richer causal graph prior G0 will benefit the

efficiency of PSRL, bringing the regret rate closer to the one for an FMDP with known factorization.

We believe that the rate in Theorem 4.1 is shedding light on how prior causal knowledge, here
expressed through a partial causal graph, impacts on the efficiency of posterior sampling for RL.

5 C-PSRL EMBEDS A NOTION OF CAUSAL DISCOVERY

In this section, we provide an ancillary result that links Bayesian regret minimization with C-PSRL
to a notion of causal discovery, which we call weak causal discovery. Especially, we show that we
can extract a Z-sparse super-graph of the causal graph GF∗ of the true instance F∗ as a byproduct.

A run of C-PSRL produces a sequence {πk}K−1
k=0 of optimal policies for the FMDPs {Fk}K−1

k=0
drawn from the posteriors. Every FMDP Fk is linked to a corresponding graph (or factorization)
GFk = (X ,Y, zk), where zk ∼ Pk is sampled from the hyper-posterior. Note that the algorithm
does not enforce any causal meaning to the edges zk of GFk . Nonetheless, we aim to show that we
can extract a Z-sparse super-graph of GF∗ from the sequence {Fk}K−1

k=0 with high probability.

First, we need to assume that any misspecification in GFk negatively affects the value function of πk.
Thus, we extend the traditional notion of causal minimality (Spirtes et al., 2000) to value functions.
Definition 2 (ε-Value Minimality). An FMDP F fulfills ε-value minimality, if for any FMDP F ′
encoding a proper subgraph of GF , i.e., GF ′ ⊂ GF , it holds that V ∗F > V ∗F ′ + ε, where V ∗F , V ∗F ′ are
the value functions of the optimal policies in F , F ′ respectively.

Then, as a corollary of Theorem 4.1, we can prove the following result.
Corollary 5.1 (Weak Causal Discovery). Let F∗ be an FMDP in which the transition model p∗
fulfills the causal minimality assumption with respect to GF∗ , and let F∗ fulfill ε-value minimality.
Then, GF∗ ⊆ GFK holds with high probability, where GFK is a Z-sparse graph randomly selected
within the sequence {GFk}K−1

k=0 produced by C-PSRL over K = Õ(H5d2
Y 2dX−η/ε2) episodes.

The latter result shows that C-PSRL discovers the causal relationships between the FMDP variables,
but cannot easily prune the non-causal edges, making GFK a super-graph of GF∗ . In Appendix D,
we report a detailed derivation of the previous result. Interestingly, Corollary 5.1 suggests a direct
link between regret minimization in a FMDP with unknown factorization and a (weak) notion of
causal discovery, which might be further explored in future works.

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we provide experiments to both support the design of C-PSRL (Section 3) and val-
idate its regret rate (Section 4). We consider two simple yet illustrative domains. The first, which
we call Random FMDP, benchmarks the performance of C-PSRL on randomly generated FMDP
instances, a setting akin to the Bayesian learning problem (see Section 2.4) that we considered in
previous sections. The latter is a traditional Taxi environment (Dietterich, 2000), which is naturally
factored and hints at a potential application. In those domains, we compare C-PSRL against two
natural baselines: PSRL for tabular MDPs (Strens, 2000) and Factored PSRL (F-PSRL), which ex-
tends PSRL to factored MDP settings (Osband & Van Roy, 2014). Note that F-PSRL is equivalent
to an instance of C-PSRL that receives the true causal graph prior as input, i.e., has an oracle prior.

Random FMDPs. An FMDP (relevant parameters are reported in the caption of Figure 2) is
sampled uniformly from the prior specified through a random causal graph, which is Z-sparse with
at least two edges for every state variable (η = 2). Then, the regret is minimized by running PSRL,
F-PSRL, and C-PSRL (η = 2) for 500 episodes. Figure 2a shows that C-PSRL achieves a regret
that is significantly smaller than PSRL, thus outperforming the baseline with an uninformative prior,
while being surprisingly close to F-PSRL, having the oracle prior. Indeed, C-PSRL resulted efficient
in estimating the transition model of the sampled FMDP, as we can see from Figure 2b, which reports
the `1 distance between the true model p∗ and the pk sampled by the algorithm at episode k.

Taxi. For the Taxi domain, we use the common Gym implementation (Brockman et al., 2016). In
this environment, a taxi driver needs to pick up a passenger at a specific location, and then it has to
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Figure 2: (a,b) Regret and model error as a function of the episodes in the Random FMDP domain
with dX = 9, dY = 6, Z = 5, N = 2, H = 100. (c,d) Regret as a function of the episodes in Taxi
3 × 3 with dX = 5, dY = 4, Z = 5, N = [3, 3, 2, 1, 6], H = 10, Taxi 5 × 5 with dX = 5, dY =
4, Z = 5, N = [5, 5, 2, 1, 6], H = 15. The plots report the mean and 95% c.i. over 20 runs.

bring the passenger to their destination. The environment is represented as a grid, with some special
cells identifying the passenger location and destination. As reported in Simão & Spaan (2019),
this domain is inherently factored since the state space is represented by four independent features:
The position of the taxi (row and column), the passenger’s location and whether they are on the
taxi, and the destination. We perform the experiment on two grids with varying size (3 × 3 and
5 × 5 respectively), for which we report the relevant parameters in Figure 2. Here we compare the
proposed algorithm C-PSRL (η = 2) with PSRL, while F-PSRL is omitted as the knowledge of the
oracle prior is not available. Both algorithms converge to a good policy eventually in the smaller
grid (see the regret in Figure 2c). Instead, when the size of the grid increases, PSRL is still suffering
a linear regret after 400 episodes, whereas C-PSRL succeeds in finding a good policy efficiently (see
Figure 2d). Notably, this domain resembles the problem of learning optimal routing in a taxi service,
and our results show that exploiting common knowledge (such as that the location of the taxi and
passenger’s destination) in the form of a causal graph prior can be a game changer.

7 RELATED WORK

We revise here the most relevant related work in posterior sampling, factored MDPs, and causal RL.

Posterior sampling. Thompson sampling (Thompson, 1933) is a well-known Bayesian algorithm
that has been extensively analyzed in both multi-armed bandit problems (Kaufmann et al., 2012;
Agrawal & Goyal, 2012) and RL (Osband et al., 2013). Osband & Van Roy (2017) provides a
regret rate Õ(H

√
SAK) for vanilla Thompson sampling in RL, which is called the PSRL algorithm.

Recently, other works adapted Thompson sampling to hierarchical Bayesian problems (Hong et al.,
2020; 2022a;b; Kveton et al., 2021). Mixture Thompson sampling (Hong et al., 2022b), which is
similar to PSRL but samples the unknown MDP from a mixture prior, is arguably the closest to
our setting. In this paper, we take inspiration from their algorithm to design C-PSRL and derive its
analysis, even though, instead of their tabular setting, we tackle a fundamentally different problem
on factored MDPs resulting from a casual graph prior, which induces unique challenges.

Factored MDPs. Previous works considered RL in FMDPs (Boutilier et al., 2000) with either
known (Osband & Van Roy, 2014; Xu & Tewari, 2020; Talebi et al., 2021; Tian et al., 2020; Chen
et al., 2020) or unknown (Strehl et al., 2007; Vigorito & Barto, 2009; Diuk et al., 2009; Chakraborty
& Stone, 2011; Hallak et al., 2015; Guo & Brunskill, 2017; Rosenberg & Mansour, 2021) factoriza-
tion. The PSRL algorithm has been adapted to both finite-horizon (Osband & Van Roy, 2014) and
infinite-horizon (Xu & Tewari, 2020) FMDPs. The former assumes knowledge of the factorization,
close to our setting with an oracle prior, and provides Bayesian regret of order Õ(Hd

3/2
Y NZ/2

√
K).

Previous works also studied RL in FMDPs in a frequentist sense, either with known (Chen et al.,
2020) or unknown (Rosenberg & Mansour, 2021) factorization. Rosenberg & Mansour (2021) em-
ploy an optimistic method that is orthogonal to ours, whereas they leave as an open problem captur-
ing the effect of prior knowledge, for which we provide answers in a Bayesian setting.

Causal RL. Various works addressed RL with a causal perspective (see Kaddour et al., 2022,
Chapter 7). Causal principles are typically exploited to obtain compact representations of states
and transitions (Tomar et al., 2021; Gasse et al., 2021), or to pursue generalization across tasks and
environments (Zhang et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2022; Feng et al., 2022; Mutti et al., 2023). Closer to
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our setting, Lu et al. (2022) aim to exploit prior causal knowledge to learn in both MDPs and FMDPs.
Our work differs from theirs in two key aspects: We show how to exploit a partial causal graph prior
instead of assuming knowledge of the full causal graph, and we consider a Bayesian formulation
of the problem while they tackle a frequentist setting through optimism principles. Zhang (2020b)
show an interesting application of causal RL for designing treatments in a DTR problem.

Causal bandits. Another research line connecting causal models and sequential decision-making
is the one on causal bandits (Lattimore et al., 2016; Sen et al., 2017; Lee & Bareinboim, 2018;
2019; Lu et al., 2020; 2021; Nair et al., 2021; Xiong & Chen, 2022; Feng & Chen, 2023), in which
the actions of the bandit problem correspond to interventions on variables of a causal graph. There,
the causal model specifies a particular structure on the actions, modelling their dependence with
the rewarding variable, instead of the transition dynamics as in our work. Moreover, they typically
assume the causal model to be known, with the exception of (Lu et al., 2021), and they study the
simple regret in a frequentist sense rather than the Bayesian regret given a partial causal prior.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented how to exploit prior knowledge expressed through a partial causal graph
to improve the statistical efficiency of reinforcement learning. Before reporting some concluding
remarks, it is worth commenting on where such a causal graph prior might be originated from.

Exploiting experts’ knowledge. One natural application of our methodology is to exploit domain-
specific knowledge coming from experts. In several domains, e.g., medical or scientific applications,
expert practitioners have some knowledge over the causal relationships between the domain’s vari-
ables. However, they might not have a full picture of the causal structure, especially when they face
complex systems such as the human body or biological processes. Our methodology allows those
practitioners to easily encode their partial knowledge into a graph prior, instead of having to deal
with technically involved Bayesian statistics to specify parametric prior distributions, and then let
C-PSRL figure out a competent decision policy with the given information.

Exploiting causal discovery. Identifying the causal graph over domain’s variables, which is usu-
ally referred as causal discovery, is a main focus of causality (Pearl, 2009, Chapter 3). The literature
provides plenty of methods to perform causal discovery from data (Peters et al., 2017, Chapter 4),
including learning causal variables and their relationships in MDP settings (Zhang et al., 2020; Mutti
et al., 2023). However, learning the full causal graph, even when it is represented with a bigraph as
in MDP settings (Mutti et al., 2023), can be statistically costly or even prohibitive (Gillispie & Perl-
man, 2001; Wadhwa & Dong, 2021). Moreover, not all the causal edges are guaranteed to transfer
across environments (Mutti et al., 2023), which would force to perform causal discovery anew for
any slight variation of the domain (e.g., changing the patient in a DTR setting). Our methodology al-
lows to focus on learning the universal causal relationships (Mutti et al., 2023), which transfer across
environments, e.g., different patients, and then specify the prior through a partial causal graph.

The latter paragraphs describe two scenarios in which our work enhance the applicability of PSRL,
bridging the gap between how the prior might be specified in practical applications and what previ-
ous methods currently require, i.e., a parametric prior distribution. To summarize our contributions,
we first provided a Bayesian formulation of reinforcement learning with prior knowledge expressed
through a partial causal graph. Then, we presented an algorithm, C-PSRL, tailored for the latter
problem, and we analyzed its regret to obtain a rate that is sublinear in the number of episodes and
shows a direct dependence with the degree of causal knowledge. Finally, we derived an ancillary
result to show that C-PSRL embeds a notion of causal discovery, and we provided an empirical
validation of the algorithm against relevant baselines. C-PSRL resulted nearly competitive with F-
PSRL, which enjoys a richer prior, while clearly outperforming PSRL with an uninformative prior.

Future works may derive a tighter analysis of the Bayesian regret of C-PSRL, as well as a stronger
causal discovery result that allows to recover a minimal causal graph instead of a super-graph. An-
other important aspect is to address computational issues inherent to planning in FMDPs to scale
the implementation of C-PSRL to complex domains. Finally, interesting future directions include
extending our framework to model-free PSRL (Dann et al., 2021; Tiapkin et al., 2023), in which the
prior may specify causal knowledge of the reward or the value function directly, and to study how
prior misspecification (Simchowitz et al., 2021) affects the regret rate.
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A LIST OF SYMBOLS

Basic mathematical objects
A , Set or space
A , Constant or random variable
a , Element of a set
∆(A) , Probability simplex over A
f : A → B , Function from A to B
[A] , Set of integers [A] = {1, . . . , A}
x[I] , Scope operator x[I] :=

⊗
i∈I xi for any set I ⊆ [d], x ∈ Rd

Causal graph
G , Directed acyclic bigraph G = (X ,Y, z)
X , Set of dX random variables {Xj}dXj=1 taking values xj ∈ [N ]

Y , Set of dY random variables {Yj}dYj=1 taking values yj ∈ [N ]

z , Directed edges z ⊆ X × Y
zj , Parents of Yj such that zj = {i | (Xi, Yj) ∈ z}
Z , Degree of sparseness such that |zj | < Z,∀j ∈ [dY ]
N , Size of the support of random variables

MDP
M , Markov decision processM = (S,A, p, r, µ,H)
S , State space
A , Action space
p , Transition model p : S ×A → ∆(S)
r , Reward function r : S ×A → ∆([0, 1])
µ , Initial state distribution µ ∈ ∆(S)
H , Episode horizon H <∞
S , Size of the state space S = |S|
A , Size of the action space A = |A|
s , State s ∈ S
a , Action a ∈ A
R(s, a) , Mean reward E[r(s, a)]

Factored MDP
F , Factored Markov Decision Process

F = ({Xj}dXj=1, {Yj , zj , pj , rj , }dYj=1, µ,H,Z,N)

dX , Number of state-action variables
dY , Number of state variables
X , Factored state-action space X = X1 × . . .×XdX
Y , Factored state space Y = Y1 × . . .× YdY
z , Directed edges z ⊆ X × Y , i.e., a factorization
zj , Parents of Yj such that zj = {i | (Xi, Yj) ∈ z}
p , Factored transition model p(y|x) =

∏dY
j=1 pj(y[j] | x[zj ])

r , Factored reward function r(x) =
∑dY
j=1 rj(x[zj ])

µ , Initial state distribution µ ∈ ∆(Y)
H , Episode horizon H <∞
Z , Degree of sparseness such that |zj | < Z,∀j ∈ [dY ]
N , Size of the support of state and action variables

Learning problem
K , Number of episodes
k , Episode index
h , Step index
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Z , Space of the consistent factorizations Z ⊆ X × Y
Zj , Space of the consistent parents of Yj such that Z = Z1 × . . .ZdY
P0 , Hyper-prior on the factorizations consistent with G0 (supported in Z)
Pk , Posterior of the hyper-prior P0 at episode k ∈ [K]
P0(·|z) , Prior on the FMDPs with factorization z
Pk(·|z) , Posterior of the prior P0(·|z) at episode k ∈ [K]
PG0 , Prior on the FMDPs consistent with G0 such that

PG0(F) = P0(pF |zF )P0(zF )
BR(K) , K-episodes Bayesian regret

Regret analysis
Ω , Set of all the possible assignments of X = {Xi}i∈[dX ], Ω =

⊗
i∈[dX ][N ]

n , Index on the support of random variables, n ∈ [N ]
Hk , History of observations ((xh,l, rh,l))h∈[H],l∈[k−1] until episode k
Zk , Random variable of the global factorization at episode k
Zkj , Random variable of the local factorization at episode k for factor j
Z∗ , Random variable of the true factorization
Zj∗ , Random variable of the true factorization for j-th factor
Ek[·] , Conditional expectation given historyHk, Ek[·] := E[· | Hk]
Pk[·] , Conditional probability given historyHk, Pk[·] := P[· | Hk]
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B PARAMETRIC PRIORS AND POSTERIOR UPDATES

In the following, we detail how the hyper-priors and priors of C-PSRL (Algorithm 1) can be spec-
ified through parametric distributions, and how the corresponding parameters are updated with the
evidence provided by the collected data.

The hyper-prior P0 = {P0,j}dYj=1 is defined through dY distributions over the set of local factor-
izations Z1, . . . ,ZdY resepctively, where each Zj contains the parents assignments for the variable
Yj consistent with the graph prior G0. Let assume any arbitrary ordering of the local factorizations
zi ∈ Zj , such that each zi is indexed by i ∈ [|Zj |]. Then, we can specify the hyper-prior j as a
categorical distribution

P0,j(zi;ω) = Cat(i;ω) =
ωi∑
t ωt

,

where the sum is over t ∈ [|Zj |], and the vector of parameters ω is initialized as ω = (1, . . . , 1).

Then, for each local factorization zi ∈ Zj of the variable Yj , we specify the prior P0,j(·|zi) over the
model parameters of the corresponding transition factor pj . The transition factor pj is an (N |Zj |, N)
stochastic matrix. The prior is specified through a Dirichlet distribution for each row of pj , i.e.,

p0,j(· | zi;α) = Dir(θ1, . . . , θN ;α1, . . . , αN ) =
1

B(α)

N∏
n=1

θαn−1
n ,

where α is a vector of parameters initialized as α = (1, . . . , 1) and B(α) =∏N
n=1 Γ(αn)

/
Γ(
∑
n αn) is a normalizing factor.

Having specified the hyper-prior and prior, we now show how to update them with the new evidence.
Let be θ1, . . . , θN ∼ Pk,j(·|x[zj ];α), and assume to collect the transition (x[zj ], y[j] = i) from the
true FMDP F∗. Then, the posterior is

Pk+1,j(θ1, . . . , θN ) ∝ P (y[j] = i | θ1, . . . , θN )Pk,j(θ1, . . . , θN ;α) ∝ θi
N∏
n=1

θαn−1,

which is still a Dirichlet distribution with parameters Dir(θ1, . . . , θN ;α1, . . . , αi + 1, . . . , αN ).
Then, we can propagate the posterior up the hierarchy to update the hyper-prior as

Pk+1,j(z) ∝ P (y[j] = i | z)Pt,j(z;ω)

∝ Pk,j(z;ω)

∫
P (y[j] = i | θ1, . . . , θN )Pt,j(θ1, . . . , θN | z)d(θ1, . . . , θN ) (1)

∝ Pk,j(z;ω)

∫
θi

1

B(α)

N∏
n=1

θαn−1
n d(θ1, . . . , θN ) (2)

∝ Pk,j(z;ω)
1

B(α)
B(α1, . . . , αi + 1, . . . , αN ) (3)

∝ Pk,j(z;ω)
αi + 1∑
t αt + 1

(4)

where (2) is obtained by plugging the parametric prior in (1), we derive (3) by computing the integral
over the simplex of (θ1, . . . , θN ), and (4) follows from Γ(αi + 1)

∏
t6=i Γ(αt) = (αi + 1)

∏
t Γ(αt)

and Γ(αi + 1 +
∑
t6=i αt) = Γ(

∑
t αt)

∑
t(αt + 1). The resulting posterior is still a categorical

distribution with the parameters ωi ← ωi
αi+1∑
t αt+1 .
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C NOTE ON COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

As we mentioned in Section 3 (paragraph on “Planning in FMDPs”), the C-PSRL algorithm is not
fully tractable as it requires to solve exact planning in a FMDP (line 6). As we pointed out in the
paper, the computational issue may be overcome through clever approximation schemes (Guestrin
et al., 2003) or exploiting the structure of the specific FMDP instance. E.g., under linear realiz-
ability of the transition model or the value function, which means the transition and value function
can be expressed as linear combinations of a vector of features, tractable exact planning methods
have been developed (Yang & Wang, 2019; Jin et al., 2020b; Deng et al., 2022). Furthermore, this
computational issue is not specific to the C-PSRL algorithm but affects PSRL in FMDPs in general.

Nonetheless, C-PSRL actually induces an additional computational cost over the standard F-PSRL
algorithm. This is the burn-in cost of computing the set of consistent factorizations Z in line 2 of
Algorithm 1. Notably, our method allows to build the set of consistent parents for each variable Yj
independently (see Section 3 “Recipe”), which means the process can be parallelized on dY workers.
For each worker, we need to build a set of

∑Z−η
i=0

(
dX−η
i

)
elements, which we can do recursively by

calling the base function at most O(2dX−η) times. The latter result gracefully characterize how the
degree of prior knowledge η impacts the statistical (see Theorem 4.1) and computational complexity
in a similar way.

While we underline again that this is not the computational bottleneck of C-PSRL, understanding
how to avoid the computational burn-in (e.g., not pre-computing the whole set of factorizations but
building it incrementally) is a nice direction for future works.
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D WEAK CAUSAL DISCOVERY

In the following, we show that we can extract, under a relatively mild causal minimality assumption,
a Z-sparse super-DAG of the true causal graph GF∗ as a byproduct of a run of Algorithm 1. We
call this result weak causal discovery, to make a clear distinction between discovering a sparse
super-DAG of a causal graph and true causal discovery, in which the minimal graph is discovered.

As required for any causal discovery algorithm, we need to state an assumption that connects the
causal graph GF∗ with the distribution p∗ (i.e., the transition model) from which our observations
are sampled in an i.i.d. manner (Spirtes et al., 2000). Typically, in causal discovery, it is assumed
that p∗ fulfills the faithfulness assumption with regard to GF∗ , i.e., every independence in p∗ implies
a d-separation (see Definition 4 below) in GF∗ . Faithfulness, however, is a rather strong assumption
which can be violated by path cancellations or xor-type dependencies, and weaker assumptions have
been proposed (Spirtes et al., 2000; Pearl, 2009; Marx et al., 2021). In this work, we build upon a
strictly weaker assumption than faithfulness: causal minimality (Spirtes et al., 2000).7

Definition 3 (Causal Minimality). A distribution P satisfies causal minimality with respect to a
DAG G if P fulfills the Markov factorization property with respect to G, but not with respect to any
proper subgraph of G.

Intuition. More intuitively, a distribution is minimal with respect to G if and only if there is no
node that is conditionally independent of any of its parents, given the remaining parents (Peters
et al., 2017). There are two important points in this statement: i) none of the parents of a node is
redundant, and ii) the dependence to a parent may only be detected given the remaining parents.
Aspect ii) is a strictly weaker statement than required by faithfulness, which can be illustrated with a
simple example. Consider the causal structureX → Y ← Z, where all random variables are binary.
If we generate X and Z via an unbiased coin and assign Y as Y := X xor Z, Y will be marginally
independent of X , as well as marginally independent of Z. However, Y is not independent of
X (resp. Z) when we condition on its second parent Z (resp. X). Such an example violates
faithfulness, i.e., there is a causal edge that is not matched by a dependence, but it does not violate
causal minimality. For a more detailed discussion on such triples, we refer to (Marx et al., 2021).

In our context, Algorithm 1 has a positive probability of sampling all parents jointly (or a superset
of them), and does not rely on checking pairs individually. Therefore, we can build upon the weaker
assumption, causal minimality. Beyond identifiability in the limit, we are interested in the finite
sample behaviour of our approach. Therefore, we propose a slightly stronger assumption for the
value function, which is inspired by causal minimality.
Definition 2 (ε-Value Minimality). An FMDP F fulfills ε-value minimality, if for any FMDP F ′
encoding a proper subgraph of GF , i.e., GF ′ ⊂ GF , it holds that V ∗F > V ∗F ′ + ε, where V ∗F , V ∗F ′ are
the value functions of the optimal policies in F , F ′ respectively.

Intuitively, ε-value minimality ensures that if we were to miss a true parent, the resulting optimal
value function would be at most ε-optimal compared to the optimal value function evaluated on a
graph that contains all true parents. Based on this rather lightweight assumption, we can extract
from Algorithm 1 a graph GFK that is guaranteed to be either the true DAG GF∗ , or a Z-sparse
super-DAG of GF∗ with high probability.
Corollary 5.1 (Weak Causal Discovery). Let F∗ be an FMDP in which the transition model p∗
fulfills the causal minimality assumption with respect to GF∗ , and let F∗ fulfill ε-value minimality.
Then, GF∗ ⊆ GFK holds with high probability, where GFK is a Z-sparse graph randomly selected
within the sequence {GFk}K−1

k=0 produced by C-PSRL over K = Õ(H5d2
Y 2dX−η/ε2) episodes.

Proof. From Theorem 4.1, we have that the K-episodes Bayesian regret of Algorithm 1 is

E

[
K−1∑
k=0

V∗(π∗)− V∗(πt)
]
≤ C1

√
H5d2

Y 2dX−η ·
√
K,

7The definition refers SGS-minimality proposed by Spirtes et al. (2000). There exists an alternative defini-
tion called P-minimality, proposed by Pearl (2009). In our setting, both assumptions are equivalent, since they
only differ on graphs that violate triangle faithfulness (Zhang, 2020a; Zhang & Spirtes, 2008). Since no nodes
within X or within Y are allowed to be adjacent, such triangle structures cannot occur within our assumptions.
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with high probability for some constant C1 that does not depend on K. Through a standard regret-
to-pac argument (Jin et al., 2018), it follows

E [V∗(π∗)− V∗(πK)] ≤ C2

√
H5d2

Y 2dX−η · 1√
K

(5)

with high probability for some constant C2 that does not depend on K, and for a policy πK
that is randomly selected within the sequence of policies {πk}K−1

k=0 produced by Algorithm 1.
By noting that πK can be ε-optimal in the true FMDP F∗ only if GF∗ ⊆ GFK through the ε-
value minimality assumption (Definition 2), we let E [V∗(π∗)− V∗(πK)] = ε in (5), which gives
K ≥ C2H

5d2
Y 2dX−η/ε2 and concludes the proof.

d-Separation. For the reader’s convenience, here we report a brief definition of d-separation.
More details can be found in (Peters et al., 2017).
Definition 4 (d-Separation). A path 〈X, . . . , Y 〉 between two vertices X,Y in a DAG is d-
connecting given a set Z, if

1. every collider8 on the path is an ancestor of Z, and

2. every non-collider on the path is not in Z.

If there is no path d-connecting X and Y given Z, then X and Y are d-separated given Z. SetsX
and Y are d-separated given Z, if for every pair X,Y , with X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y , X and Y are
d-separated given Z.

8A collider C on a path 〈. . . , Q,C,W, . . . 〉 is a node with two arrowhead pointing towards it, i.e.→ C ←.
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E REGRET ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide the full derivation of the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Let G0 be a causal graph prior with degree of sparseness Z and degree of prior
knowledge η. The K-episodes Bayesian regret incurred by C-PSRL is

BR(K) = Õ
((
H5/2N1+Z/2dY +

√
H2dX−η

)√
K
)
.

On a high level, the proof is made up of two parts. The first part (presented in Section E.1) consists of
decomposing the Bayesian regret into two components and then upper bounding the two expressions
separately. This leads to the intermediate regret bound for a general latent hypothesis space, i.e.,
where the hypothesis space is not necessarily a product space, reported in Section E.1. The second
part of the proof refines the analysis by considering a product latent hypothesis space (Section E.2)
and the degree of prior knowledge (Section E.3), ultimately reaching the theorem statement.

We define the set Ω =
⊗

i∈[dX ][N ] of all the possible assignments of X = {Xi}i∈[dX ]. For the
sake of concision, we will denote pk (y[j] | x[zj ]) as pk (x[zj ]) where it will not lead to ambiguity.
Moreover, we denote Ek[·] := E[· | Hk] and Pk[·] := P[· | Hk] the conditional expectation and
probability given the history of observationsHk = ((xh,l, rh,l))h∈[H],l∈[k−1] collected until episode
k. Auxiliary results and lemmas mentioned alongside the analysis are reported in the Sections E.4
and E.5.

E.1 ANALYSIS FOR A GENERAL LATENT HYPOTHESIS SPACE

We first report a decomposition of the Bayesian regret and then proceeds to bound each component
separately, which are then combined in a single regret rate.

Bayesian regret decomposition. For episode k, we define V k(π, z) = EF∼Pk(·|z) [VF (π)] as
the expected value of policy π according to the posterior conditioned on the latent factorization
z ∼ Pk and historyHk. As shown in (Russo & Van Roy, 2014, Proposition 1) for the bandit setting
and in (Hong et al., 2022b, Section 5.1, Equation 6) for the reinforcement learning setting, we can
decompose the Bayesian regret as

BR(n) = E

[
K∑
k=1

E
k

[
V∗(π∗)− V k(π∗, Z∗)

]]
+ E

[
K∑
k=1

E
k

[
V k(πk, Zk)− V∗(πk)

]]
(6)

by adding and subtracting V k(π∗, Z∗) and noticing that π∗, Z∗ are identically distributed to πk, Zk
given Hk. Notice that Zk and Z∗ indicate random variables, while we will indicate with the low-
ercase counterpart specific values of these random variables. The first term represents the regret
incurred due to the concentration of the posteriors of the reward and transition models given the true
factorization, while the second term captures the cost to identify the true latent factorization. We
will bound each term of (6) separately.

Upper bounding the first term of (6). For episode k, we define the event

Ek =

{
∀ j ∈ [dY ],∀ x[zj ] ∈ Ω :

∣∣RFk(x[zj ])− r̄k(x[zkj ])
∣∣ ≤ ck(x[zkj ])

and ‖pFk(x[zj ])− p̄k(x[zkj ])‖1 ≤ φ(x[zkj ])

}
where the quantities are defined as follows. Fk denotes the FMDP sampled at episode k hav-
ing mean reward RFk(x[zj ]) and transition model pFk(x[zj ]) for all x[zj ] ∈ Ω. The expression
r̄k(x[zj ]) = EF∼Pk(·|z)[RF (x[zj ])] denotes the posterior mean of RFk(x[zj ]), while p̄k(x[zj ]) =
(p̄k(y[j] = n | x[zj ]))n∈[N ] with p̄k(y[j] = n | x[zj ]) = EF∼Pk(·|z) [pF (y[j] = n | x[zj ])] denotes
the posterior mean transition probability vector of size N for the j-th factor given a factorization
z. With ck(x[zkj ]) and φ(x[zkj ]) we denote high-probability confidence widths for the j-th factor of
the mean reward and transition model respectively. A detailed derivation of such confidence widths
can be found in Section E.4. Informally, the event Ek expresses how close the mean rewards and
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transition models sampled at the episode k are to their posterior means. We refer with Ēk to the
complementary event of Ek.

Now, by reminding that π∗, Z∗ are identically distributed to πk, Zk given Hk, we can rewrite each
element of the sum within the first term of (6) as

E
k

[
VFk(πk)− V k(πk, Zk)

]
(1)
= E

k

[
E

F∼Pk(·|Zk)

[
VFk(πk)− VF (πk)

]]
(2)
≤ E

k

[ H∑
h=1

(
RFk(Sk,h, Ak,h)− r̄k(Sk,h, Ak,h, Zk)

)
+H‖pFk(Sk,h, Ak,h)− p̄k(Sk,h, Ak,h, Zk)‖1

]
(3)
≤ E

k

[ H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

(
RFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− r̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])

)
+H

dY∑
j=1

‖pFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− p̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])‖1
]

≤ E
k

[
H

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

(
RFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− r̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])

)
+ ‖pFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− p̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])‖1

]
(4)
≤ E

k

[
H

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

(
RFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− r̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ]) + ‖pFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− p̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])‖1

)
1{Ēk}

]

+ E
k

[
H

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

(
ck(Xk,h[Zkj ]) + φk(Xk,h[Zkj ])

)
1{Ek}

]
(7)

where we have used the definition of V k(πk, Zk) in step (1), Lemma E.3 in step (2), Lemma E.4 in
step (3), and the definition of Ek in step (4).

By defining βk(Xk,h[Zkj ]) := ck(Xk,h[Zkj ]) +φk(Xk,h[Zkj ]) as the sum of both confidence widths,
we can bound the second term of (7) by using Lemma E.5, while we bound the first term of the same
equation by showing that Ēk conditioned onHk is unlikely. We rewrite the first term of (6) as

H

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

(
E
k

[(
RFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− r̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])

)
1{Ēk}

]

+ E
k

[
‖pFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− p̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])‖11{Ēk}

])
(8)

where we have distributed the indicator function. For the first term within the sums of (8), we have

E
k

[(
RFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− r̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])

)
1{Ēk}

]
(9)

≤
∑

x[Zj ]∈Ω

∫ ∞
r=ck(Xk,h[Zkj ])

r Pk
(
(RFk(x[Zj ])− r̄k(x[Zkj ])) = r

)
dr (10)

≤
∑

x[Zj ]∈Ω

Pk(RFk(x[Zj ])− r̄k(x[Zkj ]) ≥ ck(x[Zkj ])) (11)

(1)
≤

∑
x[Zj ]∈Ω

exp

(
−

ck(x[Zkj ])2

2/4(‖αRk (x[Zkj ])‖1+1)

)
(12)

(2)
=

∑
x[Zj ]∈Ω

exp

− log(2KdYN
Z)

2(‖αRk (x[Zkj ])‖1+1)
2/4(‖αRk (x[Zkj ])‖1+1)

 (13)

=
∑

x[Zj ]∈Ω

exp
(
− log(2KdYN

Z)
)

=
1

2KdY
(14)
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In step (1) we have used Lemma E.2 and E.1, and in step (2) we have plugged-in the definition of
ck(x[Zkj ]) from (plugged-in σ2 of R∆), where αRk (x[Zkj ]) represents the parameters of the posterior
over the mean reward for the j-th factor at episode k given factorization Zkj . For the second term
within the sums of (8), we have

E
k

[
‖pFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− p̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])‖11{Ēk}

]
(1)
≤ N E

k

[
max
n∈[N ]

|pFk(Xk,h[Zj ], n)− p̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ], n)|1{Ēk}
]

(2)
≤

∑
x[Zj ]∈Ω

∑
n∈[N ]

∫ ∞
p=φk(Xk,h[Zkj ])/

√
N

pPk(|pFk(Xk,h[Zj ], n)− p̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ], n)| = p) dp

≤ 2Pk

(
|pFk(Xk,h[Zj ], n)− p̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ], n)| ≥

φk(x[Zkj ])√
N

)
(3)
≤

∑
x[Zj ]∈Ω

∑
n∈[N ]

2 exp

(
−

φk(x[Zkj ])2

2N/4(‖αPk (x[Zkj ])‖1+1)

)

=
N

KdY
(15)

The steps are analogous to the ones for upper bounding the first term of (8). Specifically, in step (1)
we use a trivial upper bound on the l1-norm and in step (2) we divide the confidence width by the
square root of the vector length

√
N according to lemma (Lattimore & Szepesvári, 2020, Theorem

5.4.c). The parameters αPk (x[Zkj ]) introduced in step (3) represent the parameters of the posterior
over the transition model for the j-th factor at episode k given factorization Zkj .

By plugging (14) and (15) into (8) and then (8) into (7), we can bound the first term of (6) as

E

[
K∑
k=1

E
k

[
V∗(π∗)− V k(π∗, Z∗)

]]
≤ NH2 +H

K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

E
k

[
βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])

]
(16)

where we recall that βk(Xk,h[Zkj ]) := ck(Xk,h[Zkj ]) + φk(Xk,h[Zkj ]).

Upper bounding the second term of (6). Since there is no fundamental distinction between latent
states in the tabular and factored MDP settings, our analysis in this section is aligned with (Hong
et al., 2022b, Appendix B.3, step 2) and aims at effectively translating it into the factored MDPs
notation.

In order to bound the second term of (6), we first need to define confidence sets over latent factoriza-
tions. For each episode k, we define a set of factorizations Ck so that Z∗ ∈ Ck with high probability.
Since the latent factorization is unobserved, we can only exploit a proxy statistic for how well the
model parameter posterior of each latent factorization predicts the rewards. We start defining a
counting function Nk(z) =

∑k−1
l=1 1{Zl = z} as the number of times the factorization z has been

sampled until episode k. Next, we define the following statistic associated with a factorization z and
episode k,

Gk(z) =

k−1∑
l=1

1{Zl = z}

V l(πl, z)−H√2

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βl(Xl,h[zj ])−
H−1∑
h=0

dY∑
j=1

Rl,h[j]


The latter represents the total under-estimation of observed returns, as it expresses the difference
between the lower confidence bound on the returns and the observed ones, assuming that z is the
true latent factorization. Now we can define Ck = {z ∈ Z : Gk(z) ≤

√
HNk(z) logK} as the

set of latent factorizations with at most
√
HNk(z) logK excess. In the following, we show that

Z∗ ∈ Ck holds with high probability for any episode.

Fix Z∗ = z. Let Tk,z = {l < k : Zl = z} the set of episodes where z has been sampled until
episode k. We will first upper bound Gk(z) by a martingale with respect to the history, then bound
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the martingale using Azuma-Hoeffding’s inequality. We define the event

Ek,h,j =

{ ∣∣RFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− r̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])
∣∣ ≤ √2ck(Xk,h[Zkj ])

and ‖pFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− p̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])‖1 ≤
√

2φk(Xk,h[Zkj ])

}
in which the sampled reward and transition probabilities for factor j in step h of episode k are close
to their posterior means. Let E = ∪Kk=1∪Hh=1∪dYj=1Ek,h,j be the event that this holds for every factor,
step, and episode. By union bound we have that

Pk(Ēk,h,j) ≤ Pk(
∣∣RFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− r̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])

∣∣ ≥ √2ck(Xk,h[Zkj ]))

+ Pk(‖pFk(Xk,h[Zj ])− p̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])‖1 ≥
√

2φk(Xk,h[Zkj ]))

(1)
≤ exp

(
2ck(Xk,h[Zkj ])2

σ2

)
+ exp

(
2φk(Xk,h[Zkj ])2

Nσ2

)
≤ (KdYN

dX )−2

where we have used Lemmas E.2 and E.1 in step (1) and Ēk,h,j is the complementary event of Ek,h,j .
Hence, for Ē = ∪Kk=1 ∪Hh=1 ∪dYj=1Ēk,h,j , we have

P(Ē) =

K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

∑
z∈Z

dY∑
j=1

∑
x[Zj ]∈Ω

Pk(Ēk,h,j) ≤
K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

∑
z∈Z

dY∑
j=1

∑
x[Zj ]∈Ω

(KdYN
dX )−2 ≤ H|Z|K−1

For episode l ∈ Tk,z , let ∆l = V∗(πl) −
∑H
h=1

∑dY
j=1Rl,h[j]. Since El[∆l] = 0, (∆l)l∈Tk,z is a

martingale difference sequence with respect to the histories (Hl)l∈Tk,z . Following exactly the same
steps as in (Hong et al., 2022b, Proof of Lemma 7), we derive an upper bound on the probability of
Z∗ not being in the factorizations set Ck, namely:

P(Z∗ /∈ Ck) ≤ 2|Z|HK−1 (17)

We can now decompose the second term of (6) according to whether the sampled latent factorization
is in Ck or not. Formally, we have

E

[
K∑
k=1

E
k

[
V k(πk, Zk)− V∗(πk)

]]
≤ E

[ K∑
k=1

(
V k(πk, Zk)− V∗(πk)

)
1{Zk ∈ Ck}

]

+H

K∑
k=1

P(Z∗ /∈ Ck) (18)

From the previous steps, using (17), we have that the second term of (18) is upper bounded by
2|Z|H2, while in the following we derive an upper bound for the first term of (18) as in (Hong et al.,
2022b, Appendix B.3, step 4). We have

E
[ K∑
k=1

(
V k(πk, Zk)− V∗(πk)

)
1{Zk ∈ Ck}

]

= H
√

2E

 K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])


+ E

 K∑
k=1

V k(πk, Zk)−H
√

2

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])−
H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

Rk,h[j]

1{Zk ∈ Ck}


(1)
≤ H
√

2E

 K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])

+ E

[∑
z∈Z

GK+1(z) + |Z|H
]
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(2)
≤ H
√

2E

 K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])

+
√
|Z|KH logK + |Z|H

where in step (1) we use the definition ofGK+1(z) and in step (2) we upper bound the same quantity.

Bayesian regret for a general latent hypothesis space. Combining the upper bounds of the two
terms of (6), we get

BR(K) ≤ NH2 +H

K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

E
k

[
βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])

]
+H
√

2E

 K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])


+
√
|Z|KH logK + |Z|H + 2|Z|H2

(1)
≤ NH2 + 3H2dYN

dX + 3H2dYN

√
NdXKH log(4KdYNdX ) log

(
1 +

KH

2NdXΛ0,z

)
+
√
|Z|KH logK + 3|Z|H2

where in step (1) we have used Lemma E.5, and we denote

Λ0,z = min

{
min
j,x[zj ]

‖αR0 (x[zj ])‖1, min
j,x[zj ]

‖αP0 (x[zj ])‖1
}

Due to the Z-sparseness assumption, we can rewrite the Bayesian regret as

BR(K) ≤ NH2 + 3H2dYN
Z + 3H2dYN

√
NZKH log(4KdYNZ)log

(
1 +

KH

2NZΛ0,z

)
+
√
|Z|KH logK + 3|Z|H2

= Õ
(
H2dYN

Z +H
5
2 dYN

1+Z
2

√
K +

√
|Z|KH + |Z|H2

)
Notably, this rate is sublinear in the number of episodes K and latent factorization |Z|, exponential
in the degree of sparseness Z.

E.2 REFINEMENT 1: PRODUCT LATENT HYPOTHESIS SPACES

As we briefly explained in Section 3, C-PSRL samples the factorization z from the product space
Z = Z1 × . . .×ZdY by combining independent samples zj ∈ Zj for each variable Yj . This allows
us to refine the dependence in |Z| to C := maxj∈[dY ] |Zj | ≤ |Z|. We can replicate the same steps
of the previous section in order to derive the Bayesian regret for the setting with a product latent
hypothesis space. For the sake of clarity, we report here the main steps highlighting the difference
with the previous section.

For an episode k ∈ [K], we define Cjk =

{
zj ∈ Zj : Gjk(z̄) ≤

√
HN j

k(zj) logK

}
where

Gjk(zj) =

k−1∑
l=1

1{Zlj = zj}H
H∑
h=1

((
r̄l(Xl,h[zj ])−Rl,h[j]

)
+ ‖p̄k(Xl,h[zj ])− p∗(Xl,h[zj∗])‖1 −

√
2βk(Xl,h[zj ])

)
and N j

k(zj) =
∑k−1
l=1 1{Zlj = zj}. While Gjk(zj) captures the under-estimation of the observed

returns at the level of a single factor, N j
k(zj) counts the number of times that the local factorization

zj has been sampled for node j until episode k. Next, we define T jk,zj = {l < k : Zlj = zj} as the
set of episodes where zj has been sampled for node j.

First, we can derive an upper bound of P(Ē) depending on C by noticing that the inner-most sum
depends only on the local factorization hence we can swap the two preceding sums over Z and dY
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as shown in step (1) of the following:

P(Ē) =

K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

∑
z∈Z

dY∑
j=1

∑
x[zj ]∈Ω

Pk(Ēk,h,j)

≤
K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

∑
z∈Z

dY∑
j=1

∑
x[zj ]∈Ω

(KdYN
dX )−2

=
(1)
≤

K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

∑
zj∈Zj

∑
x[zj ]∈Ω

(KdYN
dX )−2

≤ HCK−1

Now, we wish to upper bound P(Zj∗ /∈ Cjk). For episode l ∈ T jk,zj let ∆j
l =

∑H
h=1R∗(Xl,h[Zj∗])−∑H

h=1Rl,h[j]. Since El[∆j
l ] = 0 we have that (∆j

l )l∈T jt,zj
is a martingale difference sequence with

respect to the histories (Hl)l∈T jt,zj .

By following the same steps as in Hong et al. (2022b), we get

Gjk(zj)1{E} =
∑

l∈T jt,zj

H

H∑
h=1

((
r̄l(Xl,h[zj ])−Rl,h[j]

)
+ ‖p̄k(Xl,h[zj ])− p∗(Xl,h[zj∗])‖1 −

√
2βk(Xl,h[zj ])

)
≤

∑
l∈T jk,zj

∆j
l

and by fixing |T jt,zj | = N j
t (zj) = u < t, and using Azuma-Hoeffding’s inequality, we derive

Pk
(
Gjk(z̄)1{E} ≥

√
Hu logK

)
≤ P

 ∑
l∈T jk,zj

∆j
l ≥

√
Hu logK

 ≤ K−2.

Therefore, by using union bounds, we can write

P (Z∗ /∈ Ck) ≤
dY∑
j=1

P(Zj∗ /∈ Cjk)

≤
dY∑
j=1

∑
zj∈Zj

k−1∑
u=1

P
(
Gjk(zj) ≥

√
Hu logK

)

≤ P(Ē) +

dY∑
j=1

∑
zj∈Zj

k−1∑
u=1

P
(
Gjk(zj)1{E} ≥

√
Hu logK

)
≤ dYHCK−1 (19)

We can now decompose the second term of (6) according to whether the sampled latent factorization
is in Ck or not, as in the previous section. Formally, we have

E

[
K∑
k=1

E
k

[
V k(πk, Zk)− V∗(πk)

]]
≤ E

[ K∑
k=1

(
V k(πk, Zk)− V∗(πk)

)
1{Zk ∈ Ck}

]

+H

K∑
k=1

P(Z∗ /∈ Ck)

From (19), we know that the second term is upper bounded by dY CH2. Meanwhile, we can bound
the first term as follows

E
[ K∑
k=1

(
V k(πk, Zk)− V∗(πk)

)
1{Zk ∈ Ck}

]
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≤ E
[ K∑
k=1

H

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

(
r̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])−R∗(Xk,h[Zj∗])

+ ‖p̄k(Xl,h[Zkj ])− p∗(Xl,h[Zj∗])‖1
)
1{Zkj ∈ Cjk}

]
= H
√

2E

[
K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])

]
+ E

[
K∑
k=1

H

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

(
r̄k(Xk,h[Zkj ])−R∗(Xk,h[Zj∗])

+ ‖p̄k(Xl,h[Zkj ])− p∗(Xl,h[Zj∗])‖1 −
√

2βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])
)
1{Zkj ∈ Cjk}

]
(1)
≤ H
√

2E

 K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])

+ E

 dY∑
j=1

∑
zj∈Zj

GjK+1(zj) + dY CH


(2)
≤ H
√

2E

 K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])

+

dY∑
j=1

∑
zj∈Zj

1

dY

√
HN j

K+1(zj) logK + dY CH

≤ H
√

2E

 K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[Zkj ])

+

√
CKH logK + dY CH

where in step (1) we use the definition ofGjK+1(z) and in step (2) we upper bound the same quantity.

Bayesian regret for a product latent hypothesis space. Exploiting the Z-sparseness assumption,
we can write

BR(K) = Õ
(
H2dYN

Z +H
5
2 dYN

1+Z
2

√
K +

√
CKH + dY CH

2
)

(20)

Notably, this rate is sublinear in the number of episodes K and the number of latent local factoriza-
tions C, exponential in the degree of sparseness Z.

E.3 REFINEMENT 2: DEGREE OF PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

Finally, we aim to capture the dependency in the degree of prior knowledge η in the Bayesian regret.
To do that, we have to express C = maxj∈[dY ] |Zj | in terms of η. We can write

C =

Z∑
i=0

(
dX
i

)
=

Z∑
i=0

CdXi

where we count the empty factorization when i = 0. Given a graph hyper-prior that fixes η < Z
edges for each node j ∈ [dY ], we can count the number of admissible local factorizations as

C =

Z−η∑
i=0

(
dX − η

i

)
where we count the factorization with only the edges fixed a priori when i = 0. We can build an
upper bound on C as follows.

C =

Z−η∑
i=0

(
dX − η

i

)
≤ 2dX−η−1 exp

(
(dX + η − 2Z − 2)2

4(1 + Z − dX)

)
≤ 2dX−η exp

(
(dX + η − 2Z)2

4(1 + Z − dX)

)
=: φ(dX , Z, η)
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Since it is hard to interpret the rate of the latter upper bound, we derive a looser version that is easier
to interpret. We have

C =

Z−η∑
i=0

(
dX − η

i

)

= 2dX−η −
dX−Z−1∑
i=0

(
dX − η

i

)
≤ 2dX−η − 2dX−Z + 1

≤ 2dX−η

From the latter we can notice that each unit of the degree of prior knowledge η make the hypothesis
space shrink with an exponential rate, and thus the corresponding regret terms as well. In particular,
by plugging-in the upper bound C ≤ 2dX−η = 2dX

2η in the Bayesian regret in (20), we obtain the
final upper bound, which is

BR(K) = Õ
(
H2dYN

Z +H
5
2 dYN

1+Z
2

√
K +

√
2dX−ηKH + dY 2dX−ηH2

)
. (21)

E.4 HIGH PROBABILITY CONFIDENCE WIDTHS

Here we define high-probability confidence widths on the reward function and transition model
along the lines of Hong et al. (2022b), but with the difference that the confidence widths are defined
for all factors and their possible assignments rather than for state-action pairs as in the tabular setting.
We denote as ck(x[zj ]) and φk(x[zj ]) the confidence widths for the j-th factor of the reward function
and the transition model respectively. In the following, we indicate withRF and pF the mean reward
and transition model of the FMDP F respectively.

Reward function. First, we write the posterior mean reward for the j-th factor, given a factor-
ization z as r̄k(x[zj ]) = EF∼Pk(·|z)[RF (x[zj ])]. We wish to have a high probability bound of the
type

Pk (|RF (x[zj ])− r̄k(x[zj ])| ≥ ck(x[zj ])) ≤
1

K

for all j ∈ [dY ] and possible assignments x[zj ] ∈ Ω. By the union bound, we have

Pk
(∣∣RF (x[zj ])− r̄k(x[zj ])

∣∣ ≥ ck(x[zj ])

)

= Pk

 dY⋃
j=1

⋃
x[zj ]∈Ω

{
|RF (x[zj ])− r̄k(x[zj ])| ≥ ck(x[zj ])

}
≤

dY∑
j=1

∑
x[zj ]∈Ω

Pk
(
|RF (x[zj ])− r̄k(x[zj ])| ≥ ck(x[zj ])

)
.

Applying a union bound again to the latter expression, we can derive the following one-sided bound:

Pk
(
RF (x[zj ])− r̄k(x[zj ]) ≥ ck(x[zj ])

)
≤ 1

2KdYNdX
.

According to Lemma E.1, R∆ := RF (x[zj ]) − r̄k(x[zj ]) is a σ2-subgaussian random variable
with σ2 = 1/

(
4
(
‖αRk (zj)‖1 + 1

))
. Therefore, through the Cramèr-Chernoff method exploited in

Lemma E.2, we have that the high probability bound above holds if

exp

(
−ck(x[zj ])

2

2σ2

)
≤ 1

2KdYNdX
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which holds if and only if

ck(x[zj ]) ≥
√

2σ2 log(2KdYNdX )

=

√
log(2KdYNdX )

2
(
‖αRk (x[zj ])‖1 + 1

) (plugged-in σ2 of R∆)

Hence, we pick ck(x[zj ]) :=

√
log(2KdYNZ)

2(‖αRk (x[zj ])‖1+1)
, where Z is a lower bound on the value of dX ,

which holds due to the Z-sparseness assumption.

Transition model. The derivation is analogous to the one for the reward function, hence here we
report only the differences. First, we write the posterior mean transition probability for the j-th
factor, given a factorization z as p̄k(y[j] = n | x[zj ]) = EF∼Pk(·|z) [pF (y[j] = n | x[zj ])], which is
the probability, according to the posterior at time k, over the element n ∈ [N ] of the domain of the
j-th component of Y . Since we want to bound the deviations over all components of a factor, we
define the vector form of the previous expression as p̄k(x[zj ]) = (p̄k(y[j] = n | x[zj ]))n∈[N ]. By
following the same steps as for the confidence width of the reward function, we get

φk(x[zj ]) :=

√
N log(2KdYNZ)

2
(
‖αPk (x[zj ])‖1 + 1

) (22)

where the
√
N term is due to (Lattimore & Szepesvári, 2020, Theorem 5.4.c), since the l1 norm

sums over Nσ2-subgaussian random variables and therefore the induced random variable is (Nσ2)-
subgaussian.

E.5 AUXILIARY LEMMAS

Lemma E.1 (Theorem 1 and 3 of Marchal & Arbel (2017)). Let X ∼ Beta(α, β) for α, β > 0.
Then X − E[X] is σ2-subgaussian with σ2 = 1/(4(α + β + 1)). Similarly, let X ∼ Dir(α) for
α ∈ Rd+. Then X − E[X] is σ2-subgaussian with σ2 = 1/ (4 (‖α‖1 + 1)).

Lemma E.2 (Theorem 5.3 of Lattimore & Szepesvári (2020)). If X is σ2-subgaussian, then for any
ε ≥ 0,

P(X ≥ ε) ≤ exp

(
− ε2

2σ2

)
Lemma E.3 (Value Difference Lemma, Lemma 6 Hong et al. (2022b)). For any MDPs M′,M,
and policy π,

VM′(π)−VM(π) ≤ E
M

[
H∑
h=1

RM′ (Sh, Ah)−RM (Sh, Ah) +H ‖pM′ (Sh, Ah)− pM (Sh, Ah)‖1

]

Proof. This upper bound can be obtained by trivially upper bounding with 1 the reward at each step,
and therefore with h the value function within the statement in (Jin et al., 2020a, Lemma C.1).

Lemma E.4 (Deviations of Factored Reward and Transitions Osband & Van Roy (2014)). Given
two reward functions R and R̄ with scopes {zj}dYj=1 we can upper bound the deviations by

|R(x)− R̄(x)| ≤
dY∑
j=1

|Rj(x[zj ])− R̄j(x[zj ])|

and, given two transition models p and p̄ with scopes {zj}dYj=1 we can upper bound the deviations
by

|p(x)− p̄(x)| ≤
dY∑
j=1

|pj(x[zj ])− p̄j(x[zj ])|
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Lemma E.5. For episode k and latent factorization z ∈ Z , let βk(x[zj ]) = ck(x[zj ])+φk(x[zj ]) for
any j ∈ [dY ] and x[zj ] ∈ Ω. Let Λ0,z = min

{
minj,x[zj ] ‖αR0 (x[zj ])‖1,minj,x[zj ] ‖αP0 (x[zj ])‖1

}
indicates the minimum level of concentration between the reward function and transition model
priors for any factor and latent factorization z. Then, we have
K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[zj ]) ≤ HdYNdX+dYNH

√
NdXKH log(4KdYNdX ) log

(
1 +

KH

2NdXΛ0,z

)

Proof. We define Nk(x[zj ]) =
∑k−1
l=1

∑H
h=1 1{Xl,h[zj ] = x[zj ]} as the number of times the as-

signment x[zj ] was sampled up to episode k for factor j. We can decompose the sum as
K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[zj ])

≤
K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

1{Nk(Xk,h[zj ]) ≤ h}+

K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

1{Nk(Xk,h[Zj ]) > H}βk(Xk,h[zj ])

where we upper bound by 1 the regret in a step due to one factor. Therefore, the first term is upper
bounded by HdYNdX since there are at most NdX assignments for each j ∈ [dY ] and the same
one can appear in the sum at most H times, thus removing the dependency on K. Due to the
assumption of Z-sparseness, we will later use the bound HdYNZ . As for the second term, we
define Nk,h(x[zj ]) = Nk(x[zj ]) +

∑h−1
p=1 1{Xk,p[zj ] = x[zj ]} as the number of times x[zj ] was

sampled up to step h of episode k, for factor j. We split βk into ck and φk. For ck we have:
K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

1{Nk(Xk,h[zj ]) > H}ck(Xk,h[zj ])

=

K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

1{Nk(Xk,h[zj ]) > H}
√

log(2KdYNZ)

2
(
‖αRk (Xk,h[zj ])‖1 + 1

)
=

K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

∑
x[zj ]∈Ω

1{Nk(x[zj ]) > H}
√

log(2KdYNZ)

2‖2αRk (Xk,h[zj ])‖1 + 2Nk(x[zj ]) + 2

≤
K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

∑
x[zj ]∈Ω

√
log(2KdYNZ)

2‖2αRk (Xk,h[zj ])‖1 +Nk,h(x[zj ])

≤
√

log(2KdYNZ)

dY∑
j=1

∑
x[zj ]∈Ω

√√√√NK+1(x[zj ])

NK+1(x[zj ])∑
u=1

1

2‖αRk (Xk,h[zj ])‖1 + u

≤
√
NdXKH log(2KdYNZ)

dY∑
j=1

√√√√KH/NdX∑
u=1

1

2Λ0,z + u

≤ dY

√
NdXKH log (2KdYNZ) log

(
1 +

KH

2NdXΛ0,z

)
where in the first step we have plugged-in ck as picked in Section 4, in the second step have ex-
ploited the posterior update rule, in step three we have used that if Nk(x[zj ]) > H we have that
Nk,h(x[zj ]) ≤ Nk(x[zj ]) + H ≤ 2Nk(x[zj ]), and in the remaining passages we have used known
bounds as in (Hong et al., 2022b, Lemma 6). Analogously, for φk we can derive the following.
K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

1{Nk(Xk,h[zj ]) > H}φk(Xk,h[zj ])

≤ dYNH
√
NdXKH log (4KdYNZ) log

(
1 +

KH

2NdXΛ0,z

)
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Notice that again, due to the Z-sparseness, we can replace in the steps above NdX with NZ . Com-
bining the terms, we have:

K∑
k=1

H∑
h=1

dY∑
j=1

βk(Xk,h[zj ]) ≤ HdYNdX+2dYNH

√
NdXKH log (4KdYNZ) log

(
1 +

KH

2NdXΛ0,z

)
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F ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENT WITH VARYING PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

In Section 6, we reported results for C-PSRL with a fixed degree of prior knowledge η = 2. It is
interesting to see how changing the degree of prior knowledge affects the regret of C-PSRL. To this
end, in Figure 3, we report an additional experiment in the same setting of Figures 2a, 2b where we
compare C-PSRL with η ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} against F-PSRL, which corresponds to C-PSRL with η = 5,
meaning the full graph is provided as an input to the algorithm. Note that we omit PSRL from the
plot here to get a clearer view of the regret curves.

Perhaps surprisingly, varying the prior causal knowledge does not affect the regret of C-PSRL in
a significant way. This may look discordant with the result in Theorem 4.1. However, we note
that this domain is extremely small, so that the regret rate is actually dominated by the first term.
Investigating the fine-grained impact of η in the regret of C-PSRL in larger domains (especially
when dX � Z) would be a nice corroboration of our theoretical analysis, which we leave as future
work.
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Figure 3: Regret and model error as a function of the episodes in the Random FMDP domain with
dX = 9, dY = 6, Z = 5, N = 2, H = 100. The plots report the mean and 95% c.i. over 20 runs.
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G NOTE ON CONFOUNDING

In this paper, we assume there is no confounding acting on the variables of a causal graph G =
(X ,Y, z). While this assumption brings the proposed problem formulation closer to the literature
on FMDPs (Osband & Van Roy, 2014; Xu & Tewari, 2020; Tian et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020;
Talebi et al., 2021; Rosenberg & Mansour, 2021), we believe that extending our analysis to include
confounding would further narrow the gap between our formulation and real-world applications,
which may admit confounding. Here, we report a few notes on how confounding affects our results
and the additional challenges it brings, while we leave as future work a formal study on confounding
and how to deal with it.

Let us waive the no confounding assumption and admit the presence of a set of unobserved random
variables C = {Cj}dCj=1 taking values cj ∈ [N ]. In general, we can identify three types of confound-
ing according to how the unobserved variables C interact with the observed variables X ,Y:

(1) Confounding on X , i.e., there are causal edges of the form Xi ← Cj → Xk for some j ∈ [dC ]
and i, k ∈ [dX ]. This can be equivalently modeled through bi-directed edges in X × X ;

(2) Confounding between X and Y , i.e., there are causal edges of the form Xi ← Cj → Yk for
some i ∈ [dX ], j ∈ [dC ], and k ∈ [dY ]. This can be equivalently modeled through bi-directed
edges in X × Y;

(3) Confounding on Y , i.e., there are causal edges of the form Yi ← Cj → Yk for some j ∈ [dC ]
and i, k ∈ [dY ]. This can be equivalently modeled through bi-directed edges in Y × Y .

The type (1) can be easily incorporated in our analysis, as the confounding does not affect transitions
in any meaningful way. Specifically, our regret result (Theorem 4.1) would stand without changes,
whereas the causal discovery result (Corollary 5.1) would be slightly weakened. In particular, we
could still identify the edges in X ×Y since we observe all parents of each node in Y , however, the
edges in X × X cannot be discovered by our procedure.

The type (2) is arguably the most challenging: The confounding directly impact the transition prob-
abilities as P (X ,Y) = p(Y|X , C)p(X|C)p(C), where the conditioning C is unobserved. Our feeling
is that this case brings the model close to a Partially Observable MDP (POMDP, Åström, 1965)
formulation. Unfortunately, learning in POMDPs is known to be intractable in general (e.g., Krish-
namurthy et al., 2016), which means further structural assumptions shall be considered to deal with
this type of confounding.

The type (3) can also be problematic. With this type of confounding, we do not observe all of the
causal parents of the variables in Y , which may complicate modeling the transition probabilities in
some (rare) cases.
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